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The 73rd Independence Day of India was commended with great enthusiasm and 
respect at MITS Campus on 15th August 2019. The ceremony started with a large 
crowd of staff and students. The assembly ground was decorated in saffron, white 
and green color paper flags. The honorable Chairman Sri. N. Krishnakumar gaaru 
and Principal Dr.C.Yuvaraj gaaru was escorted by the NCC cadets to the venue.   

The NCC girls wing choir set the pitch for the program with prayer song. The 
chairman and The principal garlanded the Bharat Mata and Father of Nation 
followed by hoist of the Indian flag by our Chairman. The whole group saluted the 
National Flag and vowed themselves to upholding the righteousness and honesty, 
diversity and exceptionality that is “INDIA”. All in unison sang the National Anthem 
to pay homage to the nation and the group were cheering to the slogan “Jai Hind” 
filled with the spirit of patriotism. 

MITS NCC Cadets were demonstrated a remarkable march-past with neat 

uniform. The MSR Club students were made a colorful Rangoli at East block.  

The chairman addressed the gathering appealing to their nationalistic spirit 
and urging them to take pride in being an Indian and fulfilling one’s duty with 

responsibility. Also, he advised the students to become ideal citizens of the 

country. 

In the address of gathering Principal he stated about the MITS successful 
journey till date. He mentioned the MITS amenities like, global research activity, 
NPTEL & MOOCs achievements, MoU’s with various foreign Universities and other 
facilities provided to enhance their skills for the better future. 

Some student representatives presented speeches in which they addressed 
some common issues which we face in our day-to-day life and the hurdles we need 
to overcome for the India of our dreams! 



Following the speeches, prizes were distributed for various events organized 
for students. 

The staff members and students dispersed after snacks and drink with the 
image of the fluttering tricolor in their minds. 

Indeed, it was a day of joy, a day to love and respect our country and make 
it a better place for Indians to live and experience the freedom, peace and unity in 
diversity. 

***************************Jai Hind***************************** 

 


